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Promisec Integrity
Ensuring endpoint integrity through cloud-based cyber detection
Promisec Integrity is the first solution of its
kind, providing small-to-medium enterprises
with an affordable, customizable solution to
ensure compliance and integrity across the entire endpoint environment. The cloud solution
offers customers the same nimble, agentless
functionality as our on-premise offering, but
through a browser interface to enable antivirus
validation, unauthorized software discovery,
patch management validation, and advanced
threat detection.
Affordable Cyber Protection through Promisec's Secure, Multitenant Cloud
Designed to meet the unique needs of small-to-medium enterprise environments, Promisec Integrity
leverages the flexibility and scalability of the cloud to offer advanced cyber protection that is affordable and easy to deploy and use. With Promisec’s cloud-based solution, enterprise clients are able to:
•
•
•
•
•

Detect malware, disabled clients and outdated patches across all endpoints
Determine if, and where, any unauthorized applications are running on your systems
Compare current status to security and network standards to ensure alignment
Create and print customized inspection reports, as well as view previous inspection results
Close the risk window with access to real-time, actionable intelligence

A Solution Built for Your Business
Promisec Integrity includes two basic services, which can be combined to meet the changing needs of
your business:
Integrity Threat Detect

Available through a freemium pricing model, Integrity Threat Detect identifies and targets specific
threats, scanning your entire endpoint environment to determine if malware has added registry keys,
services or processes.
Integrity Quick Check

Available through a flexible subscription pricing model, Integrity Quick Check offers real-time visibility
of endpoint environments with antivirus validation, patch management validation and unauthorized
application checks.
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Visibility and Control
Promisec Integrity provides real-time
visibility and control of your endpoint
environment with antivirus validation, patch management validation,
unauthorized application checks, and
end-to-end scans for the latest cyber
threats and malware. Inspections can
be customized to meet the specific
needs of your business.
Actionable Intelligence
With a few simple clicks and within a
matter of moments, the cloud-based
solution is able to determine what
endpoints are non-compliant and
for what reasons, according to the
customized service selection. The
solution is continually updated to
address the latest malware threats as
they emerge.
The Result: 100% Endpoint Integrity with Unprecedented Time to Value
Promisec Integrity represents the industry’s first Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) offering with out-of-thebox functionalities to detect even the most sophisticated malware and cyber threats and provide actionable insight for remediating issues and limiting business impact. Whether your environment has a
few hundred to a few thousand endpoints, the solution ensures that all IT assets are running approved
software, all antivirus agents are up to date and running, and all software can be properly patched. The
business benefits speak for themselves:
•

Instant threat intelligence, including detection of the most advanced malware and cyber threats,

•

Customizable service structure and seamless SaaS billing options, enabling you to implement

•

No storage restrictions or inspection limits, enabling you to customize inspection types and

•

Microscopic footprint and superior data security through Microsoft® Azure, which ensures that

plus actionable insight to safeguard business reputation and value
and scale your solution for maximum return on investment
frequencies to meet the changing needs of your business

all data is encrypted in flight and at rest in a multitenant data store

About Promisec
Promisec is a pioneer in endpoint visibility and remediation, empowering organizations to avoid threats and disarm attacks that can lead to unwanted headlines and penalties.
Promisec’s technology assures users that their endpoints are secure, audits are clean, regulations are met and vulnerabilities are addressed proactively to ensure the integrity
of enterprise IT. More than 400 globally recognized companies, including Amdocs, Fossil, Teva and Wellpoint, trust in Promisec to stay secure and operationally efficient.
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